PARADERO BAJA GUIDE

We care about your Journey in Baja. Award-winning design, unforgettable dining & Life-changing experiences.

Paradero is your local guide and artist. Let us curate your perfect Baja Journey.

- **SAN JOSE**: authentic atmosphere with picturesque beaches & art galleries.
- **CABO**: vibrant nightlife and dramatic rock formations at Land's End.
- **EAST CAPE**: hidden gem for those seeking relaxation and natural beauty.
- **CABO PULMO**: renowned for its vibrant coral reefs and diverse marine life.
- **LA RIBBIA**: unspoiled beaches, abundant marine biodiversity, and a laid-back coastal ambiance.
- **LA VENTANA**: exceptional conditions for water sports, particularly kitesurfing and windsurfing.
- **LA PAZ**: serene beaches, rich marine life and laid-back atmosphere.
- **ISLA ESPRITU SANTO**: breathtaking natural beauty, diverse marine life, and outdoor activities. "Paradero at the sea".
- **PESCADERO**: tranquil coastal village with a mix of traditional Mexican charms and modern amenities.
- **TODOS SANTOS**: an artistic community, stunning beaches, and a vibrant cultural scene.
- **SIERRA LA LAGUNA**: UNESCO protected biosphere perfect for hiking.

**TODOS SANTOS AND PESCADERO LIFESTYLE**

**EXPERIENCES**

1. **SURFING** @Cerritos - Hit the waves!
2. **LEARN TO FARM** @La Mesa - Where your food comes from.
3. **HIKE** @Las Palmas - Hit the trails!
4. **COOKING CLASS** @Paradero - Become a Chef.
5. **TEMAZCAL** @Paradero - Centuries-old healing ritual.
6. **CLIFF CHAMPAGNE** @San Pedrito - Enjoy a beautiful sunset.
7. **BIKING** @Desert - Two wheels adventure!
8. **OCEAN SAFARI** @Cerritos - Explore the ocean and its wildlife. (On Demand)

**DINING**

- PARADERO
- PARADERO OMAKASE
- HIERBABUENA
- CARNEtas MIGUEL
- LOS CLAROS
- BARRACUDA
- TALLER IT
- TIKESANTOS BAR
- RISTORANTE TRE GALLINE
- JAZAMANGO
- TEATRO 6
- LA MORENA

**SHOPPING**

- NOMAD CHIC
- HILO ROJO
- AGROCOLE
- PRONTO MUY PRONTO
- PARADERO RETAIL
- EL TALLER
- BLANKET FACTORY